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Gender Affirmation—In a Nation of 'Depraved Influencers'

A group of young girls, together, visit the local 'gender-affirming' doctor, whose view is: 
'no girl is too young to come in for pre-operative counseling'. This doctor is one of 
many, sprung-up as the 'bastard-child' of plastic surgery, lining their pockets with young 
girl's breast removals and boys having their penises-removed, in hopes of getting a 
vagina. For their trouble, these boys will face a sexually-complex world—with neither.   

Note the difference between gender and sex. Gender used to be simple: you were a 
boy or a girl. In point of fact, these distinctions never did apply to everyone—but did 
apply to a vast majority. Hospitals tended to see it one way—assigning gender at birth. 

Gender is not something assigned. But now something has taken place that does 
not pass the test of evolution. Were there biological changes in gender, it would be in 
terms of 'natural selection'—something taking place, incrementally, over 100,000 years. 
Instead, gender has been turned upside-down. A small number of children who would 
have identified as the opposite gender have now, in some US locales, risen to 1/3 of 
kids, who for some reason doubt their gender and now see themselves as non-binary. 

What happened over a couple/few decades such that our children 'flocked' onto a 
non-binary scale of neither boy nor girl? Something that defies evolutionary principles. 

Accepting the theory that evolutionary change is subject to 'natural selection' princi-
ples, tens of millions of kids now doubting their gender, has to be caused by 'influ-
encers'. Who are these influencers—what's their goal—and where can they be found?

Post 2000 marks an era of change in the United States where 2 things happened 
simultaneously. Government increased its scale and scope exponentially, while at the 
same time, in the 'race for the buck', families, bit by bit, ceded control of kids to elites.

It used to be that parents expected schools to teach 'reading, writing, and arithmetic', 
and stay out of social development and parenting roles for kids. Teachers were seen as 
someone hired to give kids the skills necessary to make their way forward in the world.

 Now, for kids in 'modern childhood', parents are not necessarily the mainstay in their 
lives—that control has been ceded/relinquished to schools, and to the internet where 
social networks rival both schools and parents for control of the minds of our children. 

What is the motivation for any persons other than parents to have 'influence' over 
our kids, and what is the motivation behind these 'influencers'? Why have they taken it 
upon themselves to take control of our children? How did it become the norm that chil-



dren, after placing themselves on a 'non-binary' scale are then affirmed for both mental 
and physical alterations to their gender—with parents 'clueless' to accept the results?

It was bad enough that sliding-scale gender came with 'hosts of pronouns' (imagine 
how much class-time gets taken up with affirming something that children only do be-
cause they have been influenced to do it)? And, what is the end-game for 'influencers'?

Who benefits from 1/3 of all kids doubting their gender? The Malthusians (WEF), 
population reduction crowd—for sure. Keep in mind: young children are not at the 
stage of considering future sexual partners—gender is different. The number of babies 
produced requires gender-identity. NHS Britain has raised the age of consent for chil-
dren to begin gender change from 3 to 7 deeming 3 year-olds lack the needed intellect.

With an intent to render gender unnecessary, transsexualism is a subset of a trans-
humanism movement, with a mission ('efficient cause') to transform human beings into 
an AI/human mix in order to achieve a desired technocracy, with needed compliance.      

Trans-humanism and transsexualism functions to do away with gays and lesbians, 
as well as men and women—all of which function as impediments to the goal of trans-
humanizing humanity. Not long ago, it was 'pronouns', which are now assumed—the 
non-use of which is being criminalized. Now 'trans' goals have shifted to bigger issues.

We are being treated to a perversion, a depravity, wherein, if we challenge what is 
being done by influencers to our children, we are seen as 'monsters from the alt-right'. 
Just  as 'brownshirts' shouted down any opposed to the Nazis before the Gestapo had 
the power to 'silence at will', influencers now insist that a 'shout down' is free speech.

The most frightening aspect of 'trans'/transition is the intolerance for anything 'not 
trans', and the velocity with which this thing moves forward. In truth, 'trans' functions as 
a social disorder—one that is sweeping the nation. And put no stock in the notion that 
'trans' compromises a small sliver of the population. This ideology comes for your kids.

In truth, statistics for domestic violence is highest among 'trans'—they struggle with 
self-worth/finding satisfaction in life. Because so many of them are young, having 
made choices that will follow them each day of their lives, they deserve our compas-
sion. But compassion has to be balanced with the fact that they are being used to cre-
ate social disorder and total elite control—through the use of 'depraved influencers'. 

We've seen women at risk. We see an abandonment of Title 9 in favor of women 
having the f... beat out of them by men. Women get no support from the left. In fact, the 
'left' shouts down as 'racist' anything that goes agains reducing the legal age for sex 
with children, pornography in children's libraries, 'drag shows' for kids, and seemingly, 
worst of all, an acceptance of pedophilia, justified as simple attraction to boys and girls.

What to do? As stupid as we are to not have a stash of 'silver dimes' (got mine yes-
terday), we are more stupid to have our kids (so many reasons), in public school. You 
say you have no choice because you have to work and there just is not the time? 
There is nothing more important than our kids—do whatever it is you have to do to pro-
tect them from influencers. Along the way—affirm their genders—do it early and often.

Any not taking action are not the men or the women that stood behind the men who 
built this nation. Trans-humanization: nothing could be further than this—from the truth. 
Truth is our last defense. How I conduct my life is not determined by your pathology.

The elite are playing all their cards. CBDC is coming. How they strip our freedoms, 
dehumanize/trans-humanize us doesn't matter—we fight them every step of the way. 

You can get my articles by email with a request: erik@neverhadaboss.com. Thanks.


